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ABSTRACT 
Online Optimization of Capacitor Switching in Electric Power Distribution Networks 
Michael R. Kleinberg 
Advisor: Karen Miu, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
This thesis is focused on the development of a new online framework for control 
and optimization of capacitor switching in automated electric power distribution systems.  
The presented methodology is intended to address distribution system operation needs 
which are emerging in response to increased adoption of distributed generation and 
customer load management.  The work is intended to assist in the transition of 
distribution system operation from pre-determined local control schemes to coordinated 
online control and optimization.   
Time windowing concepts, commonly employed in model predictive control 
(MPC), are adapted to transform the problem of steady-state optimization of electric 
power distribution systems into a quasi-steady-state approach.  An algorithm is presented 
for identifying time windows over which online decisions should be computed and 
implemented, based on forecasted system load and source injection values.  The 
identified time windows are embedded directly within an online capacitor control 
problem formulation.   
Simulation results are presented which demonstrate an implementation of the 
methodology applied to a 394 bus distribution system.  The results demonstrate the 
feasibility of computing and implementing online capacitor control decisions, subject to 
both practical computational requirements and capacitor switching limits.    The approach 
provides an online control methodology for addressing emerging system conditions and 
can further support advanced distribution automation. 
   
   1
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OVERVIEW 
This thesis is focused on the development of a new online framework for control and 
optimization of automated electric power distribution systems.  To this end, methods for 
the identification of adaptive time windows, over which to compute online control 
decisions, are presented.  Specifically, the work addresses moving time horizon based, 
online capacitor control for voltage regulation.  An implementation of the proposed 
method is presented with results on a real world, 394 bus distribution system. The 
simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of computing and implementing online 
capacitor control decisions, subject to practical computational requirements and capacitor 
switching limits.    
In this chapter, the following topics are presented:  
 background and motivation for the work;  
 a list of objectives and summary of contributions;  
 an overview of the thesis organization.  
 
1.2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
Historically, electric power distribution systems have been comprised of a three-
phase substation transformer supplying customer load through a multi-phase distribution 
system consisting of single, two, and three-phase distribution lines, distribution 
transformers, switches, voltage regulators, and feeder capacitor banks.    Distribution 
operation schemes have typically assumed that the substation is the primary energy 
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source supplying power in a single direction to a distributed set of multi-phase loads.  
These loads collectively varied in predictable daily profiles based on season, class, and 
geographic location.  In turn, the network control devices operating within these systems 
have traditionally been programmed offline and actuated based on a set of pre-determined 
local set-points.  
Network behavior, however, has begun to evolve.  This evolution has been driven 
primarily by increased penetration of both customer-sited and utility-scale distributed 
generation in addition to increased customer awareness and control of their energy usage.  
Penetration levels of these technologies have increased as a result of both regulatory 
actions [1]-[2] and technology cost declines.  Along with these behavioral changes, 
system operators have acquired a number of advanced control and monitoring capabilities 
including: distribution automation, advanced metering infrastructure, and two-way 
communication and control. This intelligence and communication enables a shift, from 
local and/or pre-set operation schemes to coordinated online control and optimization.   
Thus, new online controllers are needed to: 
 adapt to changing system conditions,  
 support emerging distribution management systems, and 
 increase utilization, reliability, and efficiency of the electric power 
infrastructure. 
Online, adaptive controllers can be designed to operate based on present system 
operating conditions and continually updated forecasts of future parameter changes.  For 
online operation, the optimization and control computations must be performed 
efficiently using these continually updated forecasts.  In this work, a new online control 
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framework is presented alongside a formalized process for identifying time windows over 
which these online decisions should be computed and implemented.  The proposed 
approach results in control decisions that are feasible and optimal for a window of time, 
rather than optimized offline for a set of select, pre-determined conditions.   
Capacitors have long been utilized in electric power distribution systems to 
support system-wide efficiency and voltage regulation measures [3]-[4].  In this thesis, 
capacitor control for voltage spread reduction is selected for study and application of the 
presented online control methodology.   Voltage spread reduction aims to minimize the 
voltage differential along all feeders in a network.  Currently, in the U.S., capacitor 
control in distribution grids is predominantly local, utilizing fixed voltage and/or time-of-
day set points [5].  As system behavior and control capabilities evolve, regulating the 
voltage to a tighter operating range ensures feasible implementation of both automated 
switching and conservation voltage reduction.  Thus supporting both advanced 
distribution automation and re-emerging energy efficiency initiatives.  
Lastly, the online control approach presented here is directly relevant to other 
distribution application functions beyond capacitor control, such as network 
reconfiguration and service restoration, among others.  From an operations standpoint, 
this research provides a framework which will allow general distribution energy 
management systems to utilize newly available data.  Additionally, enabling online 
control decisions which are valid for predictable time periods should alleviate 
reservations of whether inclusion of smart technologies will maintain current levels of 
service quality and reliability. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 
The goal of this thesis is to develop a methodology for online control and 
optimization of switched capacitors banks in electric power distribution systems.  To this 
end, the specific objectives of this thesis are to: 
 provide a mathematical framework for online control and optimization of 
switched capacitor banks; 
 identify discrete time windows over which to compute and implement 
online control decisions; 
 develop metrics for the adaptive selection these time windows based on 
forecasted variations in network load parameters; 
 implement and test the developed adaptive online capacitor control 
methodology on a real-world test distribution system. 
 
The presented methodology draws on concepts employed in model predictive 
control and adapts them to the problem of controlling quasi-steady state operation of an 
electric power distribution network.  The adaptive time-windowing approach is 
differentiated however from previous efforts of online control which have focused on 
real-time local control or pre-determined schedules for control decisions.  Results on a 
real-world test distribution system will illustrate the benefits of the proposed online 
control framework while providing a qualitative assessment of the time-window 
identification methodology. 
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1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS 
Specifically, this thesis will contribute the following: 
 Formulation of the online control problem 
o a formulation of the online capacitor control problem for voltage spread 
reduction 
 Time-window identification methodology 
o definitions of time windows over which to compute and implement online 
operational control decisions 
o a methodology for adaptively dividing a forecasted time-horizon into 
discrete, application specific time windows 
 An online capacitor control simulation tool 
o implementation of a centralized online capacitor control solver 
 Testing and simulation results 
o results of the online capacitor control applications applied to a real world 
test distribution network 
o assessment of time-window selection procedures on resulting solution 
quality 
 
1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
The thesis is organized as follows:   
 In Chapter 2, a review of previous work on distribution automation and 
distribution application functions is presented followed by a traditional static 
formulation of capacitor control 
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 In Chapter 3, a problem formulation for the online capacitor control problem 
is presented along with formalized definitions of the online control time 
windows employed in this work. 
o Previous works on capacitor control and model predictive control are 
reviewed. 
 In Chapter 4, a methodology for the selection of time window durations is 
presented, and a framework for assessing application objectives and 
constraints over a given time-horizon is provided. 
 In Chapter 5, results from an implementation of the online capacitor control 
formulation applied to a 394 bus test distribution system are presented. 
 Lastly, in Chapter 6 the research accomplishments and contributions of this 
thesis are summarized, and a discussion of future work is presented. 
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2 DISTRIBUTION MODELING AND CONTROL 
 Planning engineers and system operators employ distribution application 
functions to optimize operation of electric power distribution systems.  Distribution 
application functions rely on multi-phase power flow analysis, using detailed multi-phase 
component models, to assess both the feasibility and quality of computed control 
decisions.  In this thesis, an online control framework is presented under which these 
application functions can be implemented online to compute adaptive control actions 
over dynamically identified time windows.   
To serve as background, this chapter will first provide a review of distribution 
system load and shunt capacitor modeling.  A generic distribution application function 
formulation will then be presented, followed by the offline formulation for the problem of 
capacitor control for voltage spread reduction.  Finally, existing online controls methods 
will be reviewed with a focus on model predictive control which serves as inspiration for 
the methodology presented in this thesis.   
Specifically, this chapter will review: 
 distribution system load modeling, load forecasting, and load class profiles,  
 distribution system shunt capacitor modeling and typical capacitor control 
applications, 
 general formulation for distribution application functions, 
 offline capacitor control formulation, and 
 online controls methods. 
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2.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM LOAD MODELING, FORECASTING, AND 
PLANNING PROFILES  
In this thesis, time variations in system load are assumed to be the primary drivers of 
a distribution system’s operating state.  Hence, in this section, steady-state distribution 
system load models employed in this thesis will be presented.  The drivers for time 
variation in load model parameters will then be described, along with existing load 
forecasting methods.  Lastly, a review of typical load class planning profiles will be 
presented. 
  
2.1.1 LOAD MODELING  
Distribution system loads may be modeled as constant impedance, constant 
current, constant power, or some linear combination of these three.  Loads are specified 
with a nominal value for a nominal operating voltage.  In a multi-phase distribution 
system, loads may be connected in single, two, or three-phase configurations.  Equations 
for calculating the load parameters for power 
LkS , current LkI , and admittance LkY , 
based on specified nominal values of load power ,Lk nomS  and voltage ,k nomV , can be found 
in [6]. 
In this thesis, the computed load LkS  and nominal load ,Lk nomS , will be 
represented as a vector of their real and reactive power components.  These computed 
and nominal loads are denoted as , , , , ,     1,...,
T
a b c a b c
Lk Lk Lk Lk Lk Lk LkP P P Q Q Q k NS  and 
, , , , , , ,, , , , ,    1,...,
T
a b c a b c
Lk nom Lk nom Lk nom Lk nom Lk nom Lk nom Lk nomP P P Q Q Q k NS , respectively, 
where N is the number of buses in the distribution system. 
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2.1.2 LOAD FORECASTING  
The power and energy consumption of distribution system loads vary over time 
according to customer behavior, which has historically been dependent on variables such 
as the type of customer, time-of-day, weather, and geographic region, among others.  
Developments such as real-time pricing, increased customer access to usage information, 
customer-sited generation, and customer load control are adding a number of additional 
dimensions to these historical load drivers.  This evolving customer behavior is driving 
the need for online control to optimize system performance.   
The time-varying effect of load is being considered explicitly in this work and, as 
will be discussed in Chapter 3, is selected as the primary driver for the proposed time 
window identification methodology.  To model changes in load over time, a load 
parameter vector, , is introduced.  The nominal value of system loads at any time t, 
, ( )L nom tS , can be expressed as a function of this load parameter vector at time t, ( )t , and 
a fixed reference or base value for each load, such as the estimated yearly peak value, as: 
 
 , ,( ) ( )L nom L reft tS S  (2.1) 
 
where, for a three-phase system: 
 
 
6
, ( )
N
L nom tS : nominal load at each bus, time t 
6( ) Nt : vector of load parameters, time t 
6
,
N
L refS : reference, or base, load value at each bus  
:   Hadamard product 
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with: 
 
1,
2,
,
,
,
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
L nom
L nom
L nom
Lk nom
LN nom
t
t
t
t
t
S
S
S
S
S
,   
1
2
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
L
L
Lk
LN
t
t
t
t
t
,  
1,
2,
,
,
,
L ref
L ref
L ref
Lk ref
LN ref
S
S
S
S
S
 
 
where,  
6
, ( )Lk nom tS : nominal load, bus k, time t 
6( )Lk t : load parameters, bus k, time t 
6
,Lk refS : reference load, bus k, time t  
 
with: 
 
         
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
a
Lk nom
b
Lk nom
c
Lk nom
Lk nom a
Lk nom
b
Lk nom
c
Lk nom
P t
P t
P t
t
Q t
Q t
Q t
S , 
,
,
,
,
,
,
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
P a
Lk
P b
Lk
P c
Lk
Lk Q a
Lk
Q b
Lk
Q c
Lk
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
,  and 
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
a
Lk ref
b
Lk ref
c
Lk ref
Lk ref a
Lk ref
b
Lk ref
c
Lk ref
P
P
P
Q
Q
Q
S    1,...,k N  
 
where: 
6
, , ,( ) : ( ),   ( )
N p p
L nom Lk nom Lk nomP t t Q tS : real and reactive nominal load, 
bus k, phase p, time t 
, ,( ),   ( )P p Q pLk Lkt t : real and reactive load parameters, bus k, 
phase p, time t 
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, ,,   
p p
Lk ref Lk refP Q : reference real and reactive load, bus k, phase 
p, time t
 
   
 
In an online implementation, variation in the load parameter vector ( )L t  can be 
forecasted via a short term load forecasting method.  While not the focus of this work, a 
number of techniques have been developed for producing these short term load forecasts 
[7].  Such methods include time series regression models [7]-[10], neural networks [11], 
expert or rule based systems [12]-[13]. 
Historically, the most widely implemented techniques include time series 
regression models such as autoregressive moving average (ARMA), [7], or its variations, 
such as autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [9].  These forecasting 
models assume that the load data has an internal structure which can be detected and 
predicted, and can include deterministic influences such as holidays, stochastic influences 
such as average load variation, and exogenous influences such as weather.   These 
approaches typically operate on a moving time window, correlating the demand at a 
given time to the demand at previous times.  
In this thesis, it is assumed that a short term load forecasting method is available 
for use in the proposed online optimization methodology.   In place of an implemented 
load forecasting method, load class profiles will be employed here as a proxy for load 
forecasts.  Load class profiles are discussed next. 
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2.1.3 LOAD CLASS PROFILES 
Variation of a load parameter with time is referred to as the load profile for a 
given load.  Typically, customers can be divided into a classification based on their 
function and normal usages patterns.   For the purposes of modeling load changes with 
time, three different load class profiles will be employed in this work: residential, 
commercial, and industrial.  While these three profiles are the most commonly employed, 
other typical load class profiles also exist such as agricultural and street lighting, for 
example. 
Planning profiles are made publicly available from a number of publicly owned 
and investor owned (IOU) utilities.  For purposes of simulation, specific planning load 
profiles used in this thesis are taken from Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E), a 
northern California IOU.  The selected profiles are based on a full year of available data: 
January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012 [14].   Load profiles for a number of load and rate 
classes are available.  The selected classes correspond to PG&E profiles for residential, 
large commercial (20-500kW), and large industrial (>500kW), respectively.  The load 
profiles represent variation in real power demand, as a function of time, for a defined 
load class.   Peak day load profiles for each load classes, shown normalized by their 
respective peak values, may be seen in Figure 2.1 below. 
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Figure 2.1: Example peak day real power residential, commercial, and industrial load 
profiles [14] 
 
2.2 SHUNT CAPACITOR MODELING AND CONTROL 
This thesis focuses on control of network shunt capacitors.   Shunt capacitors are 
located throughout a distribution system to offset inductive reactance resulting from 
typical load and line characteristics which are primarily inductive.  Shunt capacitor are 
frequently constructed and installed as a group of capacitors connected together, called 
capacitor banks, such that they can provide multiple, discrete levels of reactive power 
support.  The amount of connected compensation can then vary as load changes over 
time.  The reactive power capacity of the bank depends on the size and number of 
capacitors with three-phase bank values typically ranging from 300 kVAR to 1800 kVAR 
[3].   
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Historically, for distribution applications, predictable daily load variations have 
resulted in offline capacitor control decisions based on 24 hour daily cycles.  Local 
controllers are programmed to switch, for example, at predetermined times of the day.  
For capacitor control applications, these actions typically involved switching banks into 
the network in the morning as demand grows, and then switching them off again in the 
evening as demand reduces. With the emergence of distribution automation and remote 
control, these control actions are increasingly able to be computed and implemented in a 
centralized or distributed manner online.  Computing and implementing these control 
decisions is the focus of this work. 
This section will present the steady-state shunt capacitor model employed in this 
work and will then discuss the objectives of capacitor control applications. 
 
2.2.1 SHUNT CAPACITOR MODEL 
 In this thesis, capacitors are modeled as purely reactive, constant impedance 
loads.  They are treated in the same way as a purely reactive constant impedance load [6].   
The admittance matrix, 
CkY , can be built directly from the constant element admittances 
,  ,  
T
a b c
Ck Ck Ck Cky y y y .   The constant element admittances, 
a
Cky , 
b
Cky , and 
c
Cky  are 
computed from the given nominal reactive power injection, 
, , , ,,  ,  
T
a b c
Ck nom Ck nom Ck nom Ck nomQ Q Q Q , and the nominal phase-to-ground voltage 
magnitudes, , , , ,, ,
T
a b c
k nom k nom k nom k nomV V V V , as:    
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2
, ,/
p p p
Ck Ck nom k nomy jQ V            , ,p a b c                      (2.2) 
 
The resulting admittance matrix 
CkY , current injection CkI , and power injection CkS  for 
these capacitors connections can be found in [6]. 
   
2.2.2 OBJECTIVES OF CAPACITOR CONTROL 
Capacitor control in power distribution systems is typically employed for loss 
reduction, power factor correction, and voltage support.  In this work, the application of 
voltage spread reduction is selected.   Voltage spread reduction (VSR) aims to minimize 
the voltage differential along all feeders in the network.  Currently, in the U.S., capacitor 
control in distribution grids is predominantly local, utilizing fixed voltage and/or time-of-
day set points.   As network behavior and control capabilities evolve, regulating the 
voltage to a tighter operating range ensures:  
 safe implementation of automated switching, and  
 feasible implementation of conservation voltage reduction.   
An important feature of modern and future distribution systems is automated 
switching to perform network reconfiguration for loss reduction, load balancing, and 
service restoration.  When closing a switch between two energized sections of the 
network, a maximum voltage differential limit exists between each side of the switch.  If 
automated switching is to be implemented, it is imperative that this voltage differential 
limit is not violated.  By limiting the voltage differential across the network, this 
operating constraint may be enforced. 
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In addition, recent government mandated energy consumption reductions are 
being enacted, such as PA Act 129 [15].  As one piece in an overall response, utilities are 
investigating conservation voltage reduction (CVR) to achieve these goals [16].  
Historically, two basic CVR implementation strategies have been considered: 
1. Line-drop compensation (LDC) 
 
 LDC involves setting the controls on substation load tap changing (LTC) 
transformers and network capacitors to keep the most distant portion of 
the circuit at some minimum acceptable voltage level. 
 During peak load periods, the substation voltage may rise to maximum 
allowable service voltage, but at all other times would be somewhat less, 
effectively reducing the average circuit voltage [3]. 
2. Voltage spread reduction (VSR) 
 
 VSR involves compression of the voltage range on a feeder. 
 Currently implemented by setting regulator and network capacitor voltage 
controls to a narrower range while maintaining required minimum 
allowable voltage at most distant load.  
 By limiting voltage to the lower half of the ±5% band allowed by ANSI 
Standard [17], an average voltage reduction of 2.5% can be implemented 
on a feeder [3]. 
 
LDC regulates the voltage at only the most distant portions of the circuit.  It does 
not however guarantee a minimum voltage differential between any two buses in the 
network.   Alternatively, VSR aims to regulate the voltage differential throughout the 
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network.   If service voltage levels are intentionally reduced, the likelihood for customers 
to experience under-voltage conditions increase.  Tight regulation of voltage levels 
through VSR can then be used to prevent these situations.   In addition, as stated above, 
this objective also provides advantages for systems with distribution automation and/or 
distributed generation.   
 
2.3 DISTRIBUTION APPLICATION FUNCTIONS 
Each of the capacitor control applications can be formulated as a distribution 
application function. Distribution application functions are employed to compute optimal 
network control actions to best meet a particular set of operating objectives.  Typically, 
distribution applications functions for both planning and operation are performed for a 
range of loading conditions, represented by set of discrete load levels NLL.   In general, 
distribution application functions can be represented by a class of mixed integer, 
nonlinear optimization problems.  A generic mathematical formulation presented is 
below: 
 
 min  ( , , )
l
l l
Uu
C V u    1,..., LLl N   (2.3) 
s.t. 
( , , ) 0l lF V u      (2.4) 
( , , ) 0l lG V u      (2.5) 
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where:  
 ( , , )l lC V u :  objective function 
( , , )l lF V u : equality constraints imposed by the power system, load 
level l 
( , , )l lG V u : inequality constraints imposed at specific points and 
components in the system, load level l 
( , )l lV u : continuous electrical network states, load level l 
l : continuous and discrete system parameters, load level l 
lu : discrete control device settings, load level l 
U : control settings search space 
LLN : number of discrete load levels 
 
The unbalanced, multi-phase distribution models directly impact the equality 
constraints, F, from (2.4), which typically represent, at a minimum, existence of the 
distribution power flow solution at each discrete loading level.  In addition, the 
corresponding system states, V, are often used in evaluating both the objective function 
value, C, and the inequality constraints, G, such as voltage limits and current flows.  
Once formulated for a specific application, a host of computational methods have been 
employed to solve (2.3)-(2.5).  The optimal solutions are often presented with respect to 
the status of control devices, 
*lu , corresponding to this particular network configuration 
and load settings, 
l
. 
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2.3.1 OFFLINE CAPACITOR CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION                    
Distribution automation and control problems are typically formulated in the form 
of (2.3)-(2.5).  The three most effective areas of distribution automation were identified 
in [18] to be network reconfiguration [19]-[20], service restoration [21]-[26], and 
capacitor control [27]-[33].  Thus, methods to determine control schemes for these 
applications have received much attention.   The application of capacitor control for 
voltage spread reduction is addressed in this thesis.  An offline formulation of this 
problem is formulated in this section.   
In the offline VSR formulation, the use of controllable capacitor banks is 
employed minimize voltage differential across the network for a set of predefined loading 
conditions.  The problem is formulated as a mixed integer, nonlinear optimization 
problem as:   
    
 
, 1,...,
, ,
min  max ,
l
p
ij
i j Nu U
p a b c
l lV u    1,..., LLl N     (2.6) 
s.t. 
 , , 0   l lf V u  (2.7) 
 
max, ,      1,..., ,    , ,pi i
l lI V u I i N p a b c  (2.8) 
 
2
2 2 max, , , ,       1,...,b b b
l l l lP V u Q V u S b F  (2.9) 
 
min max,      1,...,   , ,,pi i i
l lV V u V i N p a b c  (2.10) 
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where: 
6NV : node voltage vector  
       p p p
i i iV V : voltage magnitude and angle, bus i, phase p 
p p p
ij i j
V V V :
 
voltage differential across bus i and j, phase p 
N :  number of system buses 
, ,p a b c :  phase a, b, and c, respectively 
6( 1), , Nl lf V u : multi-phase power flow equations, load level l 
6l N :  load parameter vector, load level l 
min max,   i iV V :  minimum and maximum operating voltage, bus i, 
respectively 
p
iI :   current flow entering bus i, phase p 
max
iI :  maximum current flow of feeder entering bus i 
b b bS P jQ :  total apparent power entering feeder b 
max
bS :  maximum capacity of feeder b or its supplying 
transformer, whichever is least 
F :  number of system feeders 
LLN :  number of load levels 
  
 Each loading level considered in the problem represents some single pre-
determined network operating condition.  Optimal solutions are presented with respect to 
status of capacitors 
*lu  at each load level λl.     
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With the continued increase of customer-sited load control and distributed 
generation, along with increased utility measurement and automation capabilities, 
adaptive online controls are required.  In the following chapter, an online formulation for 
distribution application functions will be presented.    To solve the online formulation, an 
online control method is required.   
 
2.4 ONLINE CONTROL 
Efforts have been made to move beyond offline optimization and local control of 
network capacitors. For implementing solutions, capacitor banks are now being 
embedded with distributed intelligence capable of remote measurement, communication, 
and actuation functions [5].   However, computational complexity issues remain, 
specifically when considering that solution algorithms require multi-phase power flow 
analysis to evaluate feasibility of proposed solutions.    
Approaches, such as [34] and [35], combine dynamic programming and/or genetic 
algorithms to optimize capacitor control over day-ahead load forecasts. While 
demonstrated in a planning context, the computational requirements of these methods 
preclude implementation for online control of a multi-phase distribution network.   In 
[36], a post-processing method was presented to work alongside offline distribution 
application functions formulated over discrete load levels.  The method constructs a 
feasible sequence of control actions to follow in order to achieve the optimal settings 
computed for each load level.   
In this work, existing online control methods are adapted to the problem of quasi-
steady-state operation of electric power distribution systems.  Using a predictive 
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approach, such as that employed in model predictive control, allows for unplanned or 
unexpected variations in load, generation, or other network parameters to be handled 
within a structured optimization framework.  In this section, we will review MPC and its 
solution process and then describe how the concepts may be adapted for online control of 
steady-state operation of distribution systems. 
 
2.4.1 MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL 
Model predictive control is an optimization-based control methodology which 
uses a dynamic system model to compute control decisions that yield optimal state 
trajectories over a forecasted time horizon [37]-[41].   The dynamic system model is used 
to predict the evolution of state trajectories that begin at a current state and are driven by 
a computed optimal control sequence which minimizes the associated cost [37].   The 
MPC method operates using a receding time horizon approach, optimizing state 
trajectories over a uniformly discretized prediction time horizon. In implementation, only 
the first step of the computed control strategy is implemented before moving the 
prediction horizon forward and repeating the process.  
 
2.4.2 MPC REVIEW                      
Model predictive control is a practical control strategy commonly employed in 
process engineering.  MPC algorithms use an explicit process model to predict future 
plant behavior and select an optimal control sequence based on a user-defined objective 
function.  An MPC controller will implement the first step of the computed optimal 
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control sequence, after which system states are updated and the MPC calculation is 
repeated [37].  This repeated optimization process, which continually incorporates the 
most recently available system state data and predicts state trajectories, is a defining 
feature of MPC [41].   
Figure 2.2, illustrates the operating principle of MPC [42].  Given a fixed simulation 
time step, a prediction horizon of p time steps, and the current system state x(k),  the 
MPC controller determines the controls sequence,   u(k) = [u(k), . . . , u(k+p)]
T
, that 
optimizes system state trajectory y(k), with respect to some target, over the next p time 
steps.  The control setting, u(k+1), is applied at the end of the first time step, and the 
procedure begins again with updated system states and parameter forecasts.  The 
simulation time step is held constant during this process [41].  
 
 
Figure 2.2: MPC Illustration [42] 
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2.4.3 MPC CONCEPTS APPLIED TO ONLINE CAPACITOR CONTROL 
The predictive approach employed in MPC provides a framework through which 
forecasted load parameters can be integrated directly into a control formulation.  
Forecasts of system load parameters can be obtained over a forward looking time 
window, and a sequence of capacitor control actions can be computed which optimizes 
the VSR objective across the forecast.   
In MPC, a dynamic system model is employed to predict system performance 
over a given prediction horizon.  The model parameters do not vary over this prediction 
horizon and the values of the controlled input variables drive the evolution of the system 
states.  Capacitor control applications, on the other hand, require modeling of low-
frequency operational dynamics to optimize distribution system operation. These low-
frequency dynamics include operation of switched control devices such as capacitors, as 
well as variations in system load parameters over time.  These dynamics can be captured 
using a quasi-static time-series power flow simulation approach [43]-[45].  This 
simulation approach will be discussed further in the next section. 
 
2.4.4 QUASI-STATIC TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS 
To quantify distribution system behavior over time, quasi-static time-series 
(QSTS) power flow analysis may be employed.   QSTS analysis allows for operational 
characteristics of the modeled distribution system to be incorporated within a system 
analysis over a defined time horizon.  Quasi-static refers to the concept that a static 
steady-state power flow solution is being used to evaluate an inherently dynamic system. 
Typically, if the system is changing slowly compared to the discrete time intervals 
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between quasi-static power flow solutions, the low frequency dynamics of the system are 
well represented in the quasi-static, time-series analysis [46].  
QSTS power flow analysis is defined in the emerging revision to the IEEE 
Standard 1547 DG Interconnection standard.  QSTS simulation is the execution of 
multiple time-consecutive power flow solutions, performed with operational 
characteristics of low-frequency dynamic power system components enabled, such as: 
load shedding, switched capacitors, on-load tap changers, and voltage regulators [44].  
The analysis is typically performed with time steps ranging from one hour down to one 
minute, with simulation horizons of 24 hours to a full year [45].   One current obstacle to 
performing these studies is an industry recognized gap on the availability of measurement 
data at these time resolutions.  Some utilities are now collecting load and DG data at 
higher time resolutions to address this issue [45]. 
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3 ONLINE CAPACITOR CONTROL FORMULATION  
In this chapter, an online formulation for the distribution application function of 
capacitor control for voltage spread reduction (VSR) is presented.  Modeling assumptions 
are first provided under which the static capacitor control application, presented in 
Section 2.3.1 can be formulated as an online control problem.  Time windowing 
concepts, commonly employed in model predictive control (MPC), are then adapted here 
to the transform the problem of steady-state optimization of electric power distribution 
systems to a quasi-steady-state approach.  Finally, a formulation of the online capacitor 
control problem employing time windows is presented.   
 
3.1 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 
A number of practical modeling assumptions are applied to formulate a tractable 
online capacitor control problem.   These assumptions include:  
A1:  The distribution system is dynamically stable over the range of operating 
conditions to which it will be exposed.  
A2: The primary drivers of distribution system operational states are nodal load and 
source injections and the status of switched capacitor control devices.   
 This assumption restricts the system parameter values,  ( )t , in this 
analysis to nodal load injections and source injections.  Source 
injections are modeled as negative load and are assumed to be known.    
 The search space, U, is restricted to the set of available capacitor bank 
settings. 
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A3: If a control setting is feasible at the maximum and minimum load values 
realized over a time interval, then it is feasible over the full interval.  Here, 
these corresponding times will be identified as critical times and denoted crkt . 
 
Using these assumptions, the static offline capacitor control for VSR presented in 
Section 2.3.1, (2.6)-(2.10), is now formulated as an online control problem. 
 
3.2 ONLINE CAPACITOR CONTROL FORMULATION 
 In the online formulation of capacitor control for VSR, a sequence of capacitor 
control settings is computed such that it minimizes the voltage differential across any two 
buses in the system as load parameters vary over an optimization horizon.   Control 
decisions are evaluated such that they satisfy existence and operational constraints at all 
times across the optimization horizon.   These constraints are based on results from a 
multi-phase power flow analysis employing multi-phase component models.  The online 
capacitor control for VSR problem can then be formulated as: 
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0 0
, 1,...,
, ,
[ , ]
min max  , ( )pij
t i j N
p a b c
t t t M
u U
V u t t               (3.1) 
s.t.   
0 0  [ ,  ]t t t M  
( , ( ), ( )) 0f V u t t      (3.2) 
max( ), ( )   1,..., ,    , ,pi iI u t t I i N p a b c        (3.3) 
2 2 max 2( ), ( ) ( ), ( ) ( )   1,...,b b bP u t t Q u t t S b F    (3.4) 
min max( ), ( )   1,..., ,  , ,pi i iV V u t t V i N p a b c    (3.5) 
 
where: 
 
 , ( )
p
ijV u t t :  
voltage differential across bus i & j, phase p, time t 
6( 1), ( ), ( ) Nf V t u t :  multi-phase power flow equations, time t 
6( ) Nt :  load parameter vector, time t 
( ) settings
n
u t :   capacitor settings vector, time t 
settingsnU :   search space of all capacitor control settings 
3, ( ) NV V u t t : nodal voltage vector 
        , ( ))
p
iI u t t :   current flow entering bus i, phase p, time t 
, ( ))bP u t t :   total real power entering feeder b, time t 
, ( ))bQ u t t :   total reactive power entering feeder b, time t 
( ), ( ))piV u t t :  
nodal voltage, bus i, phase p, time t 
 N :    number of system buses 
F :     number of system feeders 
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settingsn :   number of capacitor control settings 
 
Formulating the problem for optimality over the continuous time window,          
[t0, t0+M], is not feasible, thus some level of discretization is required.   Further, 
evaluating the equality and inequality constraints at any time t requires solution of a 
multi-phase distribution power flow analysis.  These computational requirements drive 
the level of discretization of the optimization horizon.  Here, discretization of the 
optimization horizon will be achieved using time-windowing concepts adapted from 
model predictive control (MPC).  These adaptations are discussed in the next section and 
then applied to online capacitor control problem.  
 
3.3 TIME WINDOW DEFINITIONS 
 Time windows, inspired by MPC concepts, are employed in the online control 
formulation presented here.  These time windows specify the duration of time over which 
system loads parameters will be forecasted and subsequent system performance will be 
modeled and controlled. Specifically, two time windows are employed:  
1) Optimization horizon: the duration of time into the future over which forecasts are 
obtained for time-varying network load parameters, denoted here as M.  
2) Control interval: the duration of each discrete, non-uniform window of the 
optimization horizon, over which system performance is modeled and control 
actions are computed, denoted here as Δt.   
Each of these time windows are described next. 
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3.3.1 OPTIMIZATION HORIZON 
At a given time t, network load is forecasted over a rolling time window, called 
the optimization horizon, of duration M.  The optimization horizon represents the length 
of time over which load parameter changes are considered when computing the next 
control action.  The optimization horizon is illustrated in Figure 3.1 for a sample time-
varying load parameter 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t . 
 
3.3.2 CONTROL INTERVAL 
Control intervals divide the optimization horizon into a series of sequential time 
intervals. For example, the optimization horizon shown in Figure 3.1 can be divided into 
K uniformly distributed control intervals, each of duration Δti, shown for two examples in 
Figure 3.1, with: 
     * iM K t            (3.6) 
 
Δti
M 
Δti
M 
t0 t0+M t0 t0+M
Δti Δti
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t
 
Figure 3.1: Optimization horizon, M, divided into uniform control intervals: two 
examples, 
16
i
M
t  on the left and 
8
i
M
t on the right. 
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In this work, the division of the optimization horizon into adaptive, non-uniform 
control intervals will be studied. The approach will employ application specific 
performance criteria to determine the duration of each control interval.  Figure 3.2 
illustrates an optimization horizon divided into sequential, non-uniform control intervals, 
Δtk, with: 
1
K
k
k
t M            (3.7) 
M
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t
1t 5t4t3t2t
t0 t0+M  
Figure 3.2: Optimization horizon divided into non-uniform control intervals 
 
Regression based load forecasting techniques, such as ARMA and ARIMA 
discussed in Chapter 2, are also designed to operate over a time horizon.  Time horizons 
for those methods are selected to produce accurate forecasts through correlation of past 
and future load values.  The time intervals employed within a horizon are typically fixed, 
but some methods have been proposed to dynamically compute forecast time windows 
based on pattern recognition methods [46], for example.   
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In this thesis, the control actions computed for the first control interval, Δt1, are 
implemented at time t0, and the entire process is then repeated over the receded 
optimization horizon [t0+Δt1, t0+Δt1+M].  From an analysis and control standpoint, the 
duration of each control interval determines the points in time at which a control action 
may be taken.  Thus, the online capacitor control problem can be formulated in terms of 
system performance at each control interval over the optimization horizon.   This 
formulation is presented next.  In Chapter 4, an algorithm for dividing the optimization 
horizon into discrete control intervals is presented. 
 
3.4 ONLINE CAPACITOR CONTROL FORMULATION 
Using the defined control intervals, the problem formulation may be stated: 
 
, 1,...,
, ,
1,...,
min  max  ( ), ( )
k
p
ij k k
t i j N
p a b c
k K
u U
V u t t                (3.8) 
s.t.    1,2,...,k K   and    1,2,..., critcr N  
, , 0    crk kf V u t t       (3.9) 
max,     1,..., ,   , ,p cri k k iI u t t I i N p a b c                (3.10) 
2 2 max 2, , ( )     1,...,cr crb k k b k k bP u t t Q u t t S b F          (3.11) 
min max,     1,..., ,   , ,p cri i k k iV V u t t V i N p a b c               (3.12) 
0
1
 =  
k
k i
i
t t t                                (3.13) 
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with : 
1
2
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
L k
L k
k
Li k
LN k
t
t
t
t
t
 
 
where: 
 
 
1 1 1 1 1 1
, , , , , ,1
d , d , d , d , d , d( )
k k k k k k
k k k k k k
P a P b P c Q a Q b Q c
Li Li Li Li Li Li
tk
T
t t t t t t
Li k
t t t t tt
t
 
 
where: 
kt : duration of control interval k 
cr
kt : the cr
th
 critical time, control interval k 
capsn
ku t : capacitor settings over control interval kt  
6cr N
kt :  load parameter vector at cr
th
 critical time, control interval k 
K : number of control intervals over M 
critN : number of critical times within each control interval 
 
In this formulation, system performance is optimized across non-uniform time 
windows specified by the duration of each control interval, 
kt .  Optimality of the 
control settings is computed with respect to the average value of the load parameters 
across each respective control interval.  This approach is employed to capture variation of 
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the load over the interval.  This averaging of the load parameters over each control 
interval is illustrated for an example load parameter in Figure 3.3.   
 
t0 t0+M
, ( )P aLi t
t1 t2 t3 t4
1
0
,
1
1
( )
t
P a
Li
t
d
t
( )t
t
 
Figure 3.3: Average value over each control interval for load parameter 
,
,
P a
L i     
 
Computed control settings are held fixed over each respective control interval.  
The settings, computed for optimality with respect to the average value of the load 
parameters, are required to maintain feasibility at critical times identified within each 
control interval.  These critical times are pre-determined based on the forecasted power 
injection values and identified control intervals. 
In the formulation presented, the pre-determined control intervals are the most 
significant driver of actual system performance over time.  Thus, application specific 
metrics should guide control interval selection such that they correlate with significant 
changes in power injection parameters, the assumed primary drivers of system states.  In 
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the next chapter, these metrics will be defined and algorithms presented for dividing the 
optimization horizon into these discrete control intervals.    
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4 CONTROL INTERVAL IDENTIFICATION 
In the online control framework presented in this thesis, distribution system 
performance is optimized across non-uniform time windows, denoted here as control 
intervals, over a specified optimization horizon.   In this chapter, an algorithm for 
identifying these control intervals is presented.   Embedded within this algorithm are a set 
of metrics which are used to quantify changes in the forecasted system load parameters 
over the optimization horizon.  These load parameter metrics are selected based on 
optimizing distribution network performance for voltage spread reduction (VSR), while 
ensuring feasibility of the control settings over each control interval.  The control interval 
identification problem can be stated:  
 
Given: 
 a specified optimization horizon, M 
 a specified minimum time interval duration, ∆tmin 
 a forecast for nodal load parameters over M 
 a set of load parameter metrics, based here on the VSR capacitor control 
objective, 
 the set of possible capacitor control states, and 
 a set of control interval scaling indices 
Find: 
 a set of sequential control intervals, 1,  ... ,  Kt t t , that cover M, 
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In this chapter, metrics are defined with respect to load parameters versus load 
and distributed generation parameters.  Distributed generation (DG) is considered here 
only where modeled as negative load with a known generation profile.   The integration 
of detailed DG modeling and dispatch considerations is left for future work. 
An illustrative result of the proposed control interval identification algorithm is 
shown in Figure 4.1 for a load parameter 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t .   
 
t
0t 1t 2t 3t 4t 5t 6t
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t
t0 t0+M
 
Figure 4.1:  Sample control intervals for load parameter 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t  
 
4.1 CONTROL INTERVAL INDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM 
Control intervals are identified by aggregating sequential minimum time intervals 
until a set of control interval identification criteria are satisfied, or the end of the 
optimization horizon has been reached.  The control interval identification criteria are 
defined using a set of five load parameter metrics computed over each minimum time 
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Step 6.  Identify control intervals. 
Step 7.  Select critical times within each control interval. 
interval and over the full optimization horizon.  A procedural overview of this 
identification algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2:  Control interval identification process 
 
In this work, a constructive algorithm for identifying control intervals is proposed 
which starts at an initial time, and identifies control intervals working forward towards 
the end of the optimization horizon.  It is noted that other heuristic methods may also be 
investigated, such as starting at the end of the optimization horizon and working 
Step 1.  Specify the optimization horizon, M. 
Step 2.  Specify the minimum time interval, ∆tmin. 
Step 3.  Obtain nodal and zonal load parameter forecasts over M. 
Step 4.  Specify the load parameter metrics and control interval 
identification criteria. 
Step 5.  Compute load parameter metrics. 
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backwards, or starting at some select points in time and working outwards in both 
directions.  These investigations are left for future work.  
Quantization theory provides another path of inquiry which may provide 
additional insights into optimal methods for dividing an optimization horizon.  In 
quantization theory, pulse-code modulation (PCM) methods such as those in [47], 
determine optimal partitioning of a voltage signal’s magnitude axis into discrete 
quantization intervals.  The objective when selecting these discrete quantization intervals 
is to minimize the resulting quantization error with respect to the original analog voltage 
signal.   In this work, the objective is to divide the temporal axis of system load 
parameters into discrete control intervals.  The objective for selecting these control 
intervals is to optimize when, and for how long, new decisions should be implemented 
such that a system performance metric is optimized.  Translating these objectives in terms 
of quantization error may allow for some concepts and analytical results to be applied 
from quantization theory to the problem of control interval identification.   This 
investigation is left for future work. 
The following sections provide the details of each step of the identification 
algorithm along with the rationale for the selected load parameter metrics and the control 
interval identification criteria. 
 
4.1.1 STEP 1:  SPECIFY THE OPTIMIZATION HORIZON, M 
 The duration of the optimization horizon can be specified according to a number 
of considerations including: the accuracy of available load parameter forecasts, 
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characteristics of available control devices, and the operating objectives of the application 
being studied.   Examples of these considerations include: 
 For energy storage devices employed to smooth intermittent photovoltaic (PV) 
generation, an appropriate optimization horizon may be on the scale of 1-6 hours.  
This time scale accounts for short-term uncertainty in ambient weather conditions 
while allowing for proper longer-term utilization of limited storage energy 
capacity.   
 For switched control devices such as capacitors, time horizons on the scale of 12-
24 hours are more appropriate.  These time scales allow for control solutions to 
take into account the daily cyclical nature of customer behavior and its 
corresponding impact on load.   
 In this thesis, the optimization horizon is specified with a fixed duration.  The 
study of adaptive optimization horizons is left for future work.   Finally, for notational 
convenience, the optimization horizon is assumed to be an integer multiple of the 
minimum time interval, presented next.    
 
4.1.2 STEP 2:  SPECIFY THE MINIMUM TIME INTERVAL, ∆tmin 
Practical lower limits are imposed on the duration of each control interval.  These 
lower limits can be attributed to physical and/or computational limitations.  Physical 
limitations may include the time required to communicate with or actuate a control 
device.  Computational limitations may be dictated by the speed at which network 
measurement data can be processed and new control solutions can be computed. 
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Other practical lower limits may be tied to typical distribution system operations 
time scales which include meter data update rates, automated equipment control 
deadbands, or bulk power market pricing schedules.  For example, advanced metering 
infrastructure (AMI) for distribution systems typically provide interval measurement data 
of customer demand every 5 to 15 minutes [48].   Concerns such as equipment 
maintenance, equipment lifetime, and power quality will further limit the number of time 
switched control actions may occur.   The specified minimum time intervals are denoted 
here as ∆tmin. 
The minimum intervals place limits on the frequency at which a given capacitor 
will switch control settings.  However, these minimum intervals will not enforce a 
delay between operations of different capacitors within a given interval.  Producing an 
optimal switching sequence within a control interval is left for future work.  This problem 
may addressed by applying a heuristic to the computed control solutions to produce a 
switching sequence [36], or through incorporating switching costs or additional 
constraints within the online control formulation.   
 
4.1.3 STEP 3:  OBTAIN THE NODAL AND ZONAL LOAD FORECASTS  
 The spatial granularity of the available load parameter forecasts will influence 
control interval identification.  If forecasts are available for all nodes, the identification 
algorithm can be implemented on a nodal basis which will result in control intervals with 
the greatest spatial sensitivity to load parameter changes.   If only select feeder level 
forecasts are available, the identification algorithm can be implemented on an aggregate 
zonal basis.   
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 Here, zones denote a specified contiguous section of a distribution network.  
Defined in this manner, zones spatially aggregate a set of nodes based on their electrical 
interconnection within a circuit or their associated control area, for example [49].  This 
aggregation relaxes data requirements, and facilitates efficient and adaptive decisions 
through:  
 reduction in system measurement and communication requirements, allowing a 
single zonal load parameter to replace a set of nodal load parameters,  
 reduction in the number of load parameters forecasts to be evaluated during the 
online control interval identification process, and, 
 adaptability of the online controller to aggregate different nodes over time as 
network configuration or operating conditions change. 
The nodal and zonal load forecasts are obtained via Step 3.1 and Step 3.2, presented 
below.   
 
 Step 3.1.  Obtain forecasts for nodal load parameters, ( )t , over the optimization 
horizon, M. 
Employing an available load forecasting technique, obtain the load parameter 
forecast for all nodes over the optimization horizon M.   The time resolution of the 
forecasted load data is assumed to be provided as part of the employed forecasting 
methodology and is selected independently from the presented control interval 
identification algorithm.  For a 3-phase system, the nodal load forecasts, defined in 
Section 2.1.2, are given by: 
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( )
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( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
P a
Lk
P b
Lk
P c
Lk
Lk Q a
Lk
Q b
Lk
Q c
Lk
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
   1,...,k N  and  0 0,  t t t M  (4.1) 
 where:  
6( )Lk t : real and reactive load parameter at bus k, 
time t 
, ,( ), ( )P p Q pLk Lkt t :  real and reactive load parameter at bus k, 
phase p, time t, respectively. 
N:  number of buses 
M:  duration of the optimization horizon 
 
 
 Step 3.2.  Aggregate the nodal load parameter forecasts within a respective zone to 
obtain a zonal load parameter forecast, , ( )Z i t , for each zone i. 
The nodal load parameter forecasts can be aggregated to provide a forecast for 
zonal loads, which can be expressed as a function of the zonal load parameters, 
, ( )Z i t .  The per-phase zonal load parameters are aggregated from the nodal load 
parameter forecasts, the reference nodal load values, and a zonal load reference as: 
    
,
, ,
, , , ,
1
( ) ( )* /      , ,   and    1,...,
Z iN
P p P p p p
Z i Lk Lk ref Z i ref Z
k
t t P P p a b c i N   (4.2) 
,
, ,
, , , ,
1
( ) ( )* /      , ,   and    1,...,
Z iN
Q p Q p p p
Z i Lk Lk ref Z i ref Z
k
t t Q Q p a b c i N  (4.3) 
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where: 
 
, ,
, ,( ),   ( )
P p Q p
Z i Z it t :  zonal real and reactive load parameters, 
phase p, time t, zone i 
, , , ,,   
p p
Z i ref Z i refP Q :  reference real and reactive zonal  load, phase 
p, zone i 
,Z iN : number buses in zone i 
ZN : number of zones 
 
 The reference zonal load values can be obtained via historical feeder 
measurements or through a simple aggregation of nodal load references in the zone.  
Additionally, if all nodal load parameters are not available, a feeder level forecast can 
take the place of Step 3.2.   
 Zones in (4.2) and (4.3) may represent anywhere from a single node up to the full 
distribution system.   In the centralized control approach presented here, a single zone 
is defined which represents the full distribution system.  In a distributed approach, 
zones may be constructed from the nodes contained within the control area of each 
capacitor, for example [49]-[50].   Some additional considerations for distributed 
control will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
 
4.1.4 STEP 4:  SPECIFY THE LOAD PARAMETER METRICS AND 
CONTROL INTERVAL IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA 
 A set of load parameter metrics is employed to quantify the change in forecasted 
load parameters over the optimization horizon.  These metrics are used along with a set of 
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control interval identification criteria to aggregate sequential minimum time intervals.  
The tolerance of the control interval identification criteria are defined as a function of the 
load parameter metrics computed over the full optimization horizon M, and over each 
interval of ∆tmin.   Five load parameter metrics are selected here for study.  These metrics 
are:  
1. maximum of the zonal load parameter forecasts, 
2. minimum of the zonal load parameter forecasts,    
3. maximum differential of the zonal load parameter forecasts,    
4. integral of the zonal load parameter forecasts,  and, 
5. mean of the zonal load parameter forecast.    
 The selected metrics are applied to each zonal load forecasts over the full 
optimization horizon and across each interval of ∆tmin.  This quantifies changes over both 
the full optimization horizon and from one minimum time interval to the next.   The 
metrics are evaluated and then used in the control interval identification criteria as 
described in the sub-steps below. 
 
Step 4.1 Specify load parameter metrics over the optimization horizon, M 
 The maximum, minimum, maximum differential, integral, and mean of each zonal 
load parameter forecast are first computed over the full optimization horizon M.  
These metrics are computed per-phase for both the real and reactive load parameters 
for each zone, and represented as: 
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  1,..., Zi N , respectively, and computed as: 
   , ,      , , ,    and     1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
 
0 0
, ,
, ,
[ , ]
max ( ) s p s pM i Z i
t t t M
t        (4.4) 
 
0 0
, ,
, ,
[ , ]
min ( )s p s pM i Z i
t t t M
t        (4.5) 
 
, , ,
, , ,  
s p s p s p
M i M i M i       (4.6) 
 
0
0
, ,
, , ( )
t M
s p s p
M i Z i
t
d        (4.7) 
 
, ,
, ,
1
 s p s pM i Z i
M
       (4.8) 
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where: 
,
,
s p
M i : maximum over the optimization horizon, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
M i : minimum over the optimization horizon, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
M i : maximum differential over the optimization 
horizon, zonal load parameter forecast s, phase p, 
zone i 
,
,
s p
M i : integral over the optimization horizon, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
M i : mean over the optimization horizon, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
 
Step 4.2 Specify load parameter metrics over each interval of ∆tmin 
 The maximum, minimum, maximum differential, integral, and mean of each zonal 
load parameter forecast are computed for each interval of ∆tmin over the optimization 
horizon.  These metrics are computed per-phase for both real and reactive load 
parameters for each zone, over each ∆tmin interval, j, and represented as: 
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min
  1,...,
M
j
t
 and   1,..., Zi N , respectively, and computed as: 
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min
  , ,        , , ,     1,..., ,   and     1,..., Z
M
s P Q p a b c j i N
t
   
 
0 min 0 min
, ,
, ,
[ ( 1)* , * ]
max ( ) s p s pj i Z i
t t j t t j t
t       (4.9) 
 
0 min 0 min
, ,
, ,
[ ( 1)* , * ]
min ( )s p s pj i Z i
t t j t t j t
t       (4.10) 
 
, , ,
, , , 
s p s p s p
j i j i j i            (4.11) 
 
0 min
0 min
*
, ,
, ,
( 1)*
 ( )
t j t
s p s p
j i Z i
t j t
d                       (4.12) 
 
, ,
, ,
min
1s p s p
j i j i
t
                     (4.13) 
 
where: 
 
,
,
s p
j i : maximum of the j
th
 minimum time interval, zonal 
load parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
j i : minimum of the j
th
 minimum time interval, zonal 
load parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
j i : maximum differential of the j
th
 minimum time 
interval, zonal load parameter forecast s, phase p, 
zone i 
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,
,
s a
j i : integral of the j
th
 minimum time interval, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
,
,
s p
j i : mean of the j
th
 minimum time interval, zonal load 
parameter forecast s, phase p, zone i 
 
Step 4.3.  Specify control interval identification criteria 
 Five control interval identification criteria are employed for combining sequential 
minimum time intervals.  The control interval identification criteria are defined as a 
function of the metrics (4.4)-(4.13) and a set of control interval scaling indices.  
These criteria are defined as: 
 
  , ,      , , ,    and     1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
 
0
, ,
, ,
[ , ... , ]
max s p s pj i M i
j j J
         (4.14) 
 
0
, ,
, ,
[ , ... , ]
min s p s pj i M i
j j J
         (4.15) 
 
0
,
,i,
,
s pJ
Ms p
j i d
j j
            (4.16) 
 
0
,
,,
,
s pJ
M is p
j i d
j j A
A
A           (4.17) 
 
,
,, ,
, 1,
s p
M is p s p
j i j i d
              (4.18) 
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where: 
 
0j :  first interval in the sequential set being 
assessed 
J : last interval in the sequential set being 
assessed 
d : maximum differential criteria scaling index, 
type d 
    dA : integral criteria scaling index, type d 
d
: mean criteria scaling index, type d 
 
 
Each control interval identification criteria is selected to address operating 
characteristics of concern for the capacitor control problem.   The rationale for these 
selections is provided below: 
 The maximum and minimum demand are typically considered as two 
critical parameters for distribution system planning and control design.  
Hence, criteria (4.14) and (4.15) are selected to identify where in the 
optimization horizon these values will be realized.  Identifying these 
instances ensures control decisions are re-evaluated at the maximum and 
minimum demand values over the optimization horizon.  These metrics 
address the primary VSR capacitor control objectives, related to the 
magnitude of the system demand.    
 Tracking the maximum differential between sequential minimum time 
intervals, (4.16), ensures that gradual changes to the zonal load parameter 
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forecasts over time are considered when computing control operations.  
These gradual changes are assessed relative to the change of the zonal load 
parameters over the full optimization horizon. 
 Tracking the cumulative area under the zonal load parameter, (4.17), 
addresses a secondary capacitor control objective of loss reduction,  This 
objective is related to the average energy supplied by the distribution 
system over time. 
 Finally, tacking the change in mean of the parameter forecast over 
sequential minimum time intervals, (4.18), ensures that control settings are 
re-evaluated when the zonal load parameters experience rapid rates of 
change relative to the mean over the full optimization horizon. 
 
 Step 4.4.  Specify the control interval scaling indices 
The tolerances of the control interval identification criteria, (4.16)-(4.17), are 
designed to place practical limits on the number of control intervals identified by the 
algorithm. The tolerances are specified as a function of control interval scaling 
indices. Four types of scaling indices are investigated here which recognize one or 
more of the following considerations: 
(1) there are a finite number of capacitor compensation levels available to the 
system,  
(2) the optimization window may not encompass the full range of values 
realizable by the zonal load parameters, and 
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(3) the number of capacitor switch actions permitted over a time horizon may 
be limited. 
 
The first type of scaling indices takes into account consideration (1) above, and 
are defined based on the number of available capacitor control settings, settingsn .  These 
scaling indices will typically result in the largest number of control intervals over the 
optimization horizon.  Assuming three-phase gang-operated capacitor operations, the 
number of available capacitor operations is: 
 
,
1
caps
settings settings i
i
n
n n     (4.19) 
where: 
 
capsn
settingsn : total number of capacitor control settings 
capsn : number of capacitors 
,settings in : number of bank settings, capacitor bank i 
 
Using settingsn , the first type of control interval scaling indices, 
1 1,  ,  and 1A , are 
defined as: 
 
1 1 1
A settingsn    (4.20) 
 
The second type of scaling indices takes into account considerations (1) and (2) 
above.  These indices are defined using the number of available control settings, 
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settingsn , and the reciprocal of the maximum forecasted load over the optimization 
horizon, 
load
.   This parameter 
load
 is defined as: 
 
, ,, ,
, ,1,...,
1 1
max ,
Z
load P p Q pp a b c
M i M ii N
    (4.21) 
 
This type of index will result in fewer control intervals than (4.20), proportional to the 
peak load forecasted over the optimization horizon.   Using 
load
 and settingsn , the 
second type of control interval scaling indices, 
2 2,  ,  and 2A , are defined as: 
 
2 2 2 settings
A
load
n
    (4.22) 
 
The third type of scaling indices takes into account considerations (1) , (2), and 
(3) above.  These indices are defined using settingsn , load , and the maximum total 
number of capacitor switching operations over the optimization horizon, ,
total
ops maxn ,  
where , , *
total cap
ops max ops max capsn n n , with ,
cap
ops maxn defined as the maximum number times each 
capacitor is permitted to switch over the optimization horizon.  These scaling indices 
enable a soft cap on the resulting number switch operations.  This set of control 
interval scaling indices, 
3 3,  ,  and 3A , are defined as: 
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3 3 3
, *
settings
A total
ops max load
n
n
    (4.23) 
 
The final scaling indices is designed to address (3) stated above.   These scaling 
indices are defined as a function of the maximum number of times each capacitor is 
permitted to switch over the optimization horizon, ,ops maxn .   Considering practical 
limits of the number of allowable switch operations, selecting this index will typically 
result in the fewest number of control intervals.  This set of control interval scaling 
indices, ,  ,
load load
 and loadA , are defined as: 
 
4 4 4
,
cap
A ops maxn     (4.24) 
 
The impact of the control interval scaling indices will be discussed further in Chapter 
5. 
 
4.1.5 STEP 5:  COMPUTE LOAD PARAMETER METRICS 
The metrics presented above are applied to the zonal load parameters across the full 
optimization window, M, and across each interval of ∆tmin.   The process of applying the 
metrics to the zonal load parameters can be divided into the two sub-steps below: 
 
Step 5.1  Compute load parameter metrics for each zonal load parameter forecast, 
λZ,i(t) across M 
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The metrics (4.4)-(4.8) are computed over the zonal load parameter profile λZ,i(t) 
for the full optimization horizon M.  These computations result in the maximum, 
minimum, maximum differential, integral and mean metric assigned to each zonal 
load parameter forecast over the full optimization horizon.  This is illustrated below 
in Figure 4.3 for a sample zonal load parameter forecast 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t . Figure 4.3 highlights 
the maximum, minimum maximum differential, integral, and mean metrics across the 
optimization horizon as, 
,
,1
P a
M , 
,
,1
P a
M , 
,
,1
P a
M , 
,
,1
P a
MA , and 
,
,1
P a
M , respectively. 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t
t
t0+M
,
,1
P a
M
,
,1
P a
M
,
,1
P a
M
t0
,
,1,
,1
P a
MP a
M
A
M
 
Figure 4.3:  Maximum, minimum, maximum differential, integral, and mean metrics 
computed over M, shown here for parameter 
,
,1 ( )
P a
Z t  
 
Step 5.2 Compute load parameter metrics for each zonal load parameter forecast, 
λZ,i(t), across each interval ∆tmin 
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 In addition, the metrics (4.9)-(4.13) are computed for each zonal load parameter 
λZ,i(t) over each minimum time interval, ∆tmin, over M.    This is illustrated below in 
Figure 4.4 for a sample zonal load parameter forecast 
,
, ( )
P a
Z i t .   Figure 4.4 highlights 
the maximum, minimum, and maximum differential of the sixth minimum time 
interval, 
,
6,1
P a
, 
,
6,1
P a
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,
6,1
P a
, respectively, and the integral and mean of the third 
minimum time interval, 
,
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,
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P a
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Figure 4.4:  Integral, mean, maximum, minimum, and maximum differential metrics 
are computed for each interval of ∆tmin over M, shown here for parameter 
,
, ( )
P a
Z i t . 
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4.1.6 STEP 6:  IDENTIFY CONTROL INTERVALS 
The control interval identification criteria are assessed over an increasing set of 
sequential minimum time intervals, beginning at a starting interval counter j0 and ending 
at a final interval counter J.  These counters are both initialized to the first minimum time 
interval over M.  The control interval counter k is employed to denote each group of 
aggregated sequential intervals.   
The process of combining sequential intervals of ∆tmin to identify the set of 
control intervals is described below: 
 
Step 6.1  Set 1k , j0 = 1, J = 1, and  
 
, ,
0, 1,     , ,      , , ,   and    1,...,
s a s a
i i Zs P Q p a b c i N   
 
Step 6.2 For each zonal load parameter forecast, check the control interval 
identification criteria: 
If 
0
, ,
, ,
[ , ... , ]
max s p s pj i M i
j j J
,   for any  , ,    , , ,   or  1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
or  
0
, ,
, ,
[ , ... , ]
min s p s pj i M i
j j J
,  for and  , ,    , , ,   or  1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
or   
0
,
,,
,
s pJ
M is p
j i d
j j
,  for any  , ,    , , ,   or  1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
or   
,
,, ,
, 1,
s p
M is p s p
J i J i d
,  for any  , ,    , , ,   or  1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
or   
0
,
,,
,
s pJ
M is p
j i d
j j A
A
A ,  for any  , ,    , , ,   or  1,..., Zs P Q p a b c i N  
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Then set control interval k as 0 min1 *kt J j t , 
Set 1J J  and go to Step 6.3.   
 
Else, Set 1J J  and go to Step 6.4. 
 
Step 6.3  If J > M/
mint ,  
Reached the end of the optimization horizon, set K = k, and Exit.  
Else, start computing the next control interval, set 1k k ,  j0 = J, 
and go to Step 6.2. 
 
Step 6.4  If J > M/
mint ,  
Reached the end of the optimization horizon, set control interval k as 
kt = 0 min*J j t , set K = k, and Exit. 
Else, continue computing the current control interval, go to Step 6.2. 
 
4.1.7 STEP 7:  SELECT CRITICAL TIMES WITHIN EACH CONTROL 
INTERVAL 
Finally, a set of critical times are selected within each identified control interval. 
The critical times for a given control interval correspond to the end points, and the 
minimum and maximum values realized by the load parameters across the interval.  The 
critical times within each control interval, kt , are selected by finding and then sorting 
the maximum and minimum load parameter values across the control interval.  Prior to 
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sorting, the critical times are identified as max, , ,s p ikt  and 
min, , ,s p i
kt   
  , ,      , , ,s P Q p a b c  and  1,..., Zi N , respectively.   For a given control interval, 
kt , these are given by: 
 
  , ,      , , ,s P Q p a b c  and  1,..., Zi N  
 
1
max, , , ,
,
[ , ]
arg max ( ) 
k k
s p i s p
k Z i
t t t
t t       (4.25) 
 
1
min, , , ,
,
[ , ]
arg min ( ) 
k k
s p i s p
k Z i
t t t
t t        (4.26) 
 
The results of the presented identification algorithm are used as inputs to the 
online optimization problem formulated in (3.8)-(3.13).  In the next chapter, results of 
this full procedure applied to a 394 bus test distribution system will be provided.  The 
results of the online optimization using the control interval identification algorithm will 
be compared against those employing fixed duration control intervals.  These 
comparisons will be made with respect to solution quality and computational 
requirements.  
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
 This chapter presents simulations results for the online capacitor control problem 
applied to a 394 bus test distribution system.   The simulation results demonstrate online 
capacitor control solutions computed for a number of different control interval 
identification scenarios.  These scenarios include control intervals identified via the 
proposed algorithm, in addition to fixed duration control intervals which are included for 
comparison.  The solutions for each scenario are compared based on a set of distribution 
network and solution algorithm performance criteria assessed over a set of representative 
sample days, characterized by different loading levels. 
In summary, this chapter will present: 
 details of a multi-phase 394 bus test system including available capacitor 
controls and loading conditions, 
 a methodology for classifying loads and producing time series load 
profiles in the absence of sufficient customer data, 
 a methodology for computing the capacitor control settings under different 
control interval scenarios, 
 simulation results for the online control methodology using fixed duration 
control intervals for multiple representative days, 
 simulation results for the online control methodology using the proposed 
identification algorithm for the same representative load days, and 
multiple types of control interval scaling indices, and 
 observations for each of the simulation results and overall remarks 
Table 5.1 provides an overview of the simulations cases which are presented.   
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Table 5.1: Summary of the online optimization simulations using fixed and variable 
control intervals for each sample day 
Simulation # 
Control Interval 
Identification 
Method 
Sample Day 
Loading 
Control 
Interval 
Length 
(Minutes) 
Control 
Interval 
Scaling Indices 
1 
Fixed Duration 
Peak Day 
5 - 
2 15 - 
3 30 - 
4 60 - 
5 120 - 
6 180 - 
7 360 - 
8 
Average 
Weekday 
5 - 
9 15 - 
10 30 - 
11 60 - 
12 120 - 
13 180 - 
14 360 - 
15 
Low Weekend 
5 - 
16 15 - 
17 30 - 
18 60 - 
19 120 - 
20 180 - 
21 360 - 
22 
Variable 
Peak Day 
- Type 1 
23 - Type 2 
24 - Type 3 
25 - Type 4 
26 
Average 
Weekday 
- Type 1 
27 - Type 2 
28  Type 3 
29  Type 4 
30 
Low Weekend 
 Type 1 
31 - Type 2 
32 - Type 3 
33 - Type 4 
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5.1 TEST SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
The test system used in this analysis is an unbalanced, multi-phase, 394 bus, 1123 
node distribution system.  This test system is an aggregation of multiple distribution 
feeders supplied by three substations in Elmira, New York.  The system is owned and 
operated by New York State Gas & Electric (NYSEG), a utility serving upstate New 
York.  A one-line diagram of the multi-phase system can be seen in Figure 5.1.  
C1
C4
C5
C2
C3
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
Legend
fixed capacitor 
transformer
line section
bus
closed switch
open switch
substation
switched capacitor 
 
Figure 5.1:  394 bus, 1123 node distribution system  
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Voltage levels of the system range from 4.8 kV to 115 kV.  The system supplies a total of 
24.6 MW and 12.5 Mvar.  A count for each type of system components can be seen in 
Table 5.2. 
 
Table 5.2: Component count of 394 bus test system 
Component type Count 
Distribution lines 343 
Transformers 7 
Unbalanced loads 143 
Balanced loads 56 
Capacitors 11 
Tie Switches 25 
Sectionalizing Switches 44 
 
5.2 TEST SYSTEM CAPACITOR BANKS 
The test system contains 11 three-phase capacitor banks.  For the following studies, 
all capacitors over 300 kVar are assumed to be controllable.  This classification resulted 
in five banks designated as switched, controllable capacitor banks.  The remaining six 
capacitors are assumed fixed, i.e. connected with their full nominal rating.  The capacitor 
number, bus location, nominal three-phase rating, and controllability are shown in Table 
5.3.  The switched and fixed capacitor locations are also represented on the system 
diagram in Figure 5.1. 
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Table 5.3: Capacitor bus locations and three-phase bank size 
Capacitor 
Number 
Location 
(Bus #) 
Size  
(kVar) 
Switched or 
Fixed 
C1 4 3000 switched 
C2 13 450 switched 
C3 26 450 switched 
C4 64 300 fixed 
C5 68 75 fixed 
C6 79 300 fixed 
C7 128 120 fixed 
C8 221 900 switched 
C9 283 300 fixed 
C10 312 300 fixed 
C11 333 900 switched 
 
Each switched capacitor is assumed to have three control states, or tap settings, 
representing three controllable levels of compensation.  It is assumed here that the 
compensation levels are split evenly between each tap setting for each capacitor.  This 
assumption results in three tap settings for each capacitor as shown in Table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.4: Switched capacitor tap settings 
Cap. # Bus # 
Tap Setting 1 
(kVar) 
Tap Setting 2 
(kVar) 
Tap Setting 3 
(kVar) 
C1 4 1000 2000 3000 
C2 13 150 300 450 
C3 26 150 300 450 
C8 221 300 600 900 
C11 333 300 600 900 
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5.3 TEST SYSTEM LOADS 
The test system contains 199 loads with a total nominal demand of 28.1 MW and 
14.9 MVar.   A breakdown of these loads is as follows: 
 160 three-phase loads: 55 balanced and 105 unbalanced 
 3 two-phase loads 
 36 single-phase loads 
The load data included with the NYSEG test system provided peak load conditions, and 
does not directly identify customer class.  Without this information, a load classification 
and profile assignment procedure is proposed. 
 
5.3.1 TEST SYSTEM LOAD CLASSIFICATION 
A load classification procedure is employed to classify each load in the test 
system case file to one specific class: residential, commercial, or industrial.  The 
following classification procedure, based on load size and number of phase connections, 
is employed: 
 Residential: all single-phase, two-phase, and three-phase loads under 100 
kVA per-phase are classified as residential. This assumes the node 
contains 4 residential homes, each with a typical 200 Amp service 
connection, and all connected behind a standard 100 kVA distribution 
transformer.  
 Commercial: all three-phase balanced loads over 300 kVA and under 500 
kVA and single-phase, two-phase or three-phase unbalanced loads over 
100 kVA per-phase are classified as commercial loads. 
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 Industrial: all three-phase balanced loads over 500 kVA are classified as 
industrial loads. 
In this classification scheme, a multi-phase unbalanced load at a bus may have a different 
load class per-phase.  The classification scheme resulted in the follow total load for each 
class: 
 
Table 5.5: Breakdown of total peak load by class 
Load Class 
Total Real Power 
Load (kW) 
Total Reactive Power 
Load (kVar) 
# of nodes 
Residential 8088.4 3980.3 424 
Commercial 13523.7 6882.2 74 
Industrial 6507.5 3991.7 24 
 
5.3.2 TEST SYSTEM LOAD PROFILES 
In the absence of available time series load data, load class profiles are employed 
to produce time series data for each load in the test system.  Three common load classes 
are employed: residential, commercial, and industrial.  Planning profiles for each of these 
classes are available from public sources and taken here from Pacific Gas & Electric 
Company (PG&E) database [14].  The load profile data acquired was based on a full year 
of available data: January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2012.    
The analysis here will focus on sample days, which are significant for distribution 
planning and operations, e.g. peak, average weekday, and low weekend load days.   The 
peak and low weekend load days were selected directly for each class from the PG&E 
load profile data [14].  To select the average weekday load day for each class, the average 
weekday load was first computed across all weekdays of the year from the data in [14]. A 
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weekday load was then selected from the data which most closely matched this computed 
average daily value.    
Finally, load profiles available from utility databases are typically provided as 
actual hourly demand for a specified load class.  To use this data with the test system, the 
sample day load profiles for each class were normalized based on their respective yearly 
peak value.  This process resulted in a normalized 24 hour profile for each sample day 
and for each load class.   A linear approximation between the hourly data points in each 
normalized load profile was then employed to produce higher time resolution load profile 
data.  Here, the load data was interpolated with a time resolution of 2.5 minutes.   This 
process results in the following load profiles: 
 peak, average weekday, and low weekend load profiles for residential  
loads, shown in Figure 5.2, 
 peak, average weekday, and low weekend load profiles for commercial  
loads, shown in Figure 5.3, and  
 peak, average weekday, and low weekend load profiles for industrial  
loads, shown in Figure 5.4.   
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Figure 5.2:  Residential load profiles for peak day, average weekday, and low weekend 
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Figure 5.3:  Commercial load profiles for peak day, average weekday, and low weekend  
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Figure 5.4:  Industrial load profiles for peak day, average weekday, and low weekend 
 
The load classification process was applied to each load in the 394 bus test system. 
The resulting classified loads were then assigned to their corresponding load class 
profiles.  This process resulted in the net substation load profiles for peak day, average 
weekday, and low weekend day shown in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7, 
respectively. 
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Figure 5.5:  Substation load profile - peak load day  
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Figure 5.6:  Substation load profile - average weekday load 
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Figure 5.7:  Substation load profile – low weekend load 
 
5.4 COMPUTING CAPACITOR CONTROL SETTINGS  
An overview of the process for computing online control settings for a single 
optimization horizon is shown in Figure 5.8.   In this process, a forecast is obtained for all 
system loads parameters over a specified optimization horizon.  The control interval 
identification algorithm then aggregates the load parameter forecasts to produce zonal 
load parameters.  Using a specified minimum control interval and a set of control interval 
scaling indices, the identification algorithm computes the set of control intervals covering 
the optimization horizon.  The control intervals are then provided as input to the online 
capacitor controller which computes capacitor control settings for each control interval. 
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Figure 5.8:  Procedural overview of the online control program over a single optimization 
horizon 
The simulation scenarios were selected to demonstrate the impact of control 
interval identification on solution quality, implementation feasibility, and online 
computational feasibility.   Hence, the primary performance measures on which the 
results will be assessed are: the voltage spread reduction objective function value, the 
number of capacitor switching operations, and computational requirements to compute 
the solution.  A set of secondary system performance metrics will also be tracked which 
include: the minimum voltage, maximum voltage, and the system energy losses over the 
simulation horizon.   
The simulation results aim to assess the solution quality obtainable by the online 
controller under varying control interval identification scenarios. Hence, to compute the 
capacitor control settings for a given control interval, the online controller employs an 
exhaustive search over all available bank settings.  While used as an input for the control 
interval scaling indices, the number of capacitor switch operations is not limited in these 
simulations. Relaxing this practical constraint allows for a comparison point between 
theoretically obtainable operating conditions.  The impacts of this constraint will 
discussed further along with the results. 
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Computation time is dependent on system size, number of control settings, and 
available processing power.  To decouple solution time from the processing hardware 
employed here, a proxy metric will be employed to compare the computational 
requirements for each scenario.   The computation with the highest order computational 
complexity in the online control process is multi-phase distribution power flow analysis.  
As such, the number of required power flow computations will be tracked as a proxy 
metric for computation time for each scenario. 
 
5.4.1 SIMULATION SETUP AND CONSTRAINT PARAMETERS 
The online capacitor control program was coded in MATLAB and all power flow 
calculations were performed using an unbalanced multi-phase distribution power flow 
solver [6].  For all cases, the acceptable voltage range was set at 110 V–126 V.  Branch 
current and power flow limits were set as defined in the test system case file.   All 
simulations were performed over a 24 hour optimization horizon.  The simulations were 
carried out on a DELL T5400 personal computer.    
 
5.5 FIXED CONTROL INTERVAL RESULTS  
The online capacitor control results will first be presented for a set of fixed 
control interval scenarios.  A summary of the results for all sample days will be provided, 
followed by plots showing capacitor operations over the optimization horizon for a 
sample set of scenarios. 
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5.5.1 FIXED CONTROL INTERVAL RESULTS SUMMARY 
The fixed control interval scenarios cover a range of fixed control interval 
durations applied to each type of sample load day: peak, average weekday, and low 
weekend.   The full results for the fixed control interval scenarios are shown in  
 
Table 5.6, which contains: 
Scenario definition: 
 sample day type: peak, average weekday, or low weekend load, 
 fixed control interval duration, 
 number of control interval over the optimization horizon. 
Primary performance measures: 
 objective function value: the maximum voltage spread over the optimization 
horizon, in per unit, 
 number of capacitor operations over the optimization horizon, 
 number of power flows calculations to compute optimal solution. 
Secondary performance measures: 
 maximum and minimum voltage over the optimization horizon in per unit,  
 system energy losses over the optimization horizon in kWh.  
 
Table 5.6 provides aggregate daily performance measures for each of the 
simulated scenarios.  In addition to these daily metrics which capture performance over 
the full day, detailed time-series operational data was also extracted for each scenario.   
In Section 5.5.2, sample scenarios were selected from the full set of simulation results.  
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The selected scenarios demonstrate the capacitor control operations over each sample 
day.   These results are followed by observations on the fixed control interval results.  
 
Table 5.6: Simulation results for fixed control interval scenarios 
Scenario Definition 
Primary performance  
measures 
Secondary performance 
measures  
Sample 
Day 
Fixed 
control 
interval 
length 
(minutes) 
Number 
of control 
intervals 
Voltage 
spread 
(p.u.) 
Number 
of cap. 
operations 
Power 
flow 
count 
Vmax 
(p.u.) 
Vmin 
(p.u.) 
System 
energy 
losses 
(kWh) 
Peak Day 
5 288 0.09151 79 10195920 1.01867 0.92716 6113.1 
15 96 0.09151 56 1159344 1.01872 0.92716 6112.9 
30 48 0.09263 39 299880 1.01979 0.92716 6113.0 
60 24 0.09263 24 80100 1.01979 0.92716 6114.1 
120 12 0.09940 15 22698 1.02656 0.92716 6114.7 
180 8 0.10218 11 11340 1.02950 0.92732 6116.2 
360 4 0.10133 6 3870 1.02881 0.92748 6122.4 
Average 
Weekday 
5 288 0.06699 57 10195920 1.02176 0.95477 3400.8 
15 96 0.06720 48 1159344 1.02176 0.95456 3401.0 
30 48 0.06720 29 299880 1.02176 0.95456 3400.9 
60 24 0.06720 17 80100 1.02176 0.95456 3399.1 
120 12 0.06720 10 22698 1.02176 0.95456 3399.3 
180 8 0.06884 8 11340 1.02340 0.95456 3399.9 
360 4 0.07393 6 3870 1.02832 0.95439 3406.0 
Low 
Weekend 
5 288 0.05050 49 10195920 1.01704 0.96654 3024.1 
15 96 0.05044 37 1159344 1.01698 0.96654 3024.0 
30 48 0.05071 24 299880 1.01725 0.96654 3024.1 
60 24 0.05202 17 80100 1.01809 0.96608 3024.3 
120 12 0.05202 6 22698 1.01809 0.96608 3021.5 
180 8 0.05327 6 11340 1.01934 0.96608 3021.5 
360 4 0.05212 2 3870 1.01820 0.96608 3024.2 
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5.5.2 FIXED CONTROL INTERVAL CAPACITOR OPERATIONS 
The optimal control settings over the optimization horizon are shown next for two 
example fixed control interval scenarios: 5 minute and 180 minute control intervals.  For 
each of these control interval scenarios, results for the peak load day, average weekday 
load, and low weekend load are shown. 
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 below plot the optimal control settings over the peak 
load day under the 5 minute and 180 minute fixed control interval scenarios, respectively.   
The resulting control operations can be seen to vary significantly between the scenarios.  
Capacitors C2 and C3 experience a significantly larger number of switch operations under 
the 5 minute control interval scenario.  Capacitors C8 and C11 remain fixed at their 
highest tap setting under both scenarios. 
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Figure 5.9:  Control states for peak load day with 5 minute control intervals 
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Figure 5.10:  Control states for peak load day with 180 minute control intervals 
 
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 below plot the optimal control settings for the 
average weekday load under the 5 minute and 180 minute fixed control interval 
scenarios, respectively.   Again, the capacitors C2 and C3 experience a significantly larger 
number of switch operations under the 5 minute control interval scenarios, while 
capacitors C8 and C11 remain fixed at their highest tap setting under both scenarios.   
Additionally, contrasted with the peak day, capacitor C1, now spends significantly shorter 
duration of time at its maximum tap setting for the 5 minute control interval scenario, and 
never switches to its maximum tap setting for the 180 minute control interval scenario. 
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Figure 5.11:  Control states for average weekday load with 5 minute control intervals 
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Figure 5.12:  Control states for average weekday load with 180 minute control intervals 
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Finally, Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 below display the optimal control settings 
over the low weekend load day for the 5 minute and 180 minute fixed control interval 
scenarios, respectively.   The low weekend load has two peaks, one in the morning and 
another larger peak later in the evening.   The resulting control settings under both control 
interval scenarios follow this behavior with C2 and/or C3 switching up and then back 
down in the morning, and then up and back down again in the evening.    
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Figure 5.13:  Control states for low weekend load with 5 minute control intervals 
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Figure 5.14:  Control states for low weekend load with 180 minute control intervals 
 
5.5.3 FIXED CONTROL INTERVAL OBSERVATIONS 
The following key observations are drawn from the fixed control interval results:  
 In general, for each sample day, decreasing the duration of the fixed 
control interval resulted in solution quality equal to or better than that of a 
longer control interval.   
 Decreasing the duration of the control interval length always resulted in 
significantly larger computation requirements.  However, these increases 
to computational requirements do not always correlate with improvements 
to the objective function, in some cases producing only non-inferior 
solutions. 
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 Decreasing the duration of the control interval length resulted in a larger 
number of capacitor operations.  As with the additional computation 
requirements, these additional switching operations do not necessarily 
correlate with improved solution quality for the VSR objective. 
 Across all sample days, the minimum voltage magnitude varies little as 
compared to the changes in the maximum voltage magnitude. 
 Observing the capacitor operations across each sample day shows that 
despite being controllable, capacitors C8 and C11 never switch below their 
maximum tap setting for any control interval scenario.     
 The capacitor operation plots for the 5 minute control interval scenarios 
demonstrate significantly more switching operations for capacitors C2 and 
C3 over the 180 minute control interval scenarios for each sample day. 
Additional observations include: 
 The variation in solution quality across all fixed control interval length is 
computed by (4.27) below.  This variation is quantified with respect to the 
highest quality solution obtained across the fixed control interval 
scenarios, corresponding here to the shortest, or 5 minute, fixed control 
intervals.   
 
 
360 5
5
*100
( )
day day
day
c t c t
c t
  (4.27) 
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where: 
5
dayc t : voltage spread objective function value for sample 
day, day, with 5 minute control intervals 
360
dayc t : voltage spread objective function value for sample 
day, day, with 360 minute control intervals 
 
 For the peak load day, the resulting voltage spread across all control 
interval scenarios ranges from 0.09151 p.u with 5 minutes intervals to 
0.10133 p.u. with 360 minute intervals, a variation of 10.73%.  
 For the average weekday, the voltage spread ranges from 0.06699 to 
0.07393 p.u., a variation of 10.36%. 
 For the low weekend load, the voltage spread ranges from 0.05044 to 
0.05212 p.u., a variation of 3.32%. 
 Resulting energy losses experience little variation across all control 
interval scenarios, varying by 0.2% or less for each sample day. 
 
5.6 VARIABLE CONTROL INTERVAL RESULTS 
The next set of simulations demonstrates the online capacitor control results 
employing the control interval identification algorithm.   A summary of the capacitor 
control results for each type of sample load day and each control interval scaling index 
will be presented first.  This is followed by sample results of control interval 
identification algorithm applied with each type of control interval scaling index. 
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5.6.1 VARIABLE CONTROL INTERVAL RESULTS SUMMARY 
Using the identified control intervals with each the 4 scaling indices, the capacitor 
control results for the peak, average weekday, and low weekend load days were 
computed.   The control interval scaling indices are given again below as: 
 
1. Type 1:  1 1 1A settingsn ,  
2. Type 2:  2 2 2
settings
A
load
n
,  
3. Type 3:  3 3 3
, *
settings
A total
ops max load
n
n
,  
4. Type 4:  4 4 4 ,
cap
A ops maxn .  
 
Additionally, the control interval identification algorithm was implemented with the 
following input parameters:   
 minimum control interval mint = 5 minutes,  
 an optimization horizon M = 24 hours,  
 the number of capacitor settings, nsettings = 243, corresponding to the 5 
controllable capacitors with 3 settings each, and 
 the number of allowable capacitor operations per capacitor over M,  
,
cap
ops maxn = 4, and  
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 with 5capsn  controllable capacitors, the total number of capacitor 
operations  over M, is given as , , * 20
total cap
ops max ops max capsn n n . 
 
The full results for these scenarios are shown in  
 
Table 5.6, which contains: 
Scenario definition: 
 sample day type: peak, average weekday, or low weekend load, 
 control interval scaling index. 
Primary performance measures: 
 resulting number of control interval over the optimization horizon, 
 objective function value: the maximum voltage spread over the optimization 
horizon, in per unit, 
 number of capacitor operations over the optimization horizon, 
 number of power flows calculations to compute optimal solution, 
Secondary performance measures: 
 maximum and minimum voltage over the optimization horizon in per unit,  
 system energy losses over the optimization horizon in kWh.  
 
Table 5.7 provides aggregate daily performance measures for each of the 
simulated variable control interval scenarios.  These results are dependent on the control 
interval identification process.   In the following section, sample results demonstrating 
the control interval identification algorithm applied to the average weekend load profile 
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are presented.  The results are followed by observations on the variable control interval 
results.  Finally, remarks comparing the variable control interval results with the fixed 
control intervals are provided. 
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Table 5.7: Simulation results for control interval identification scenarios 
Scenario  
Primary performance  
measures 
Secondary performance 
measures   
Sample 
Day  
Control 
interval 
scaling 
index 
Resulting 
number of 
control 
intervals 
Voltage 
spread 
(p.u.) 
Number 
of cap. 
operations 
Power 
flow count 
Vmax 
(p.u.) 
Vmin 
(p.u.) 
System 
energy 
losses 
(kWh) 
Peak 
Type 1 243 0.09151 79 7276562 1.01867 0.92716 6113.1 
Type 2 243 0.09151 79 7276562 1.01867 0.92716 6113.1 
Type 3 16 0.09338 22 38142 1.02055 0.92716 6113.9 
Type 4 6 0.09537 7 6965 1.02285 0.92748 6119.0 
Average 
Type 1 247 0.06699 57 7515864 1.02176 0.95477 3400.8 
Type 2 187 0.06699 55 4325918 1.02176 0.95477 3400.7 
Type 3 12 0.06719 12 22822 1.02176 0.95456 3399.9 
Type 4 6 0.06968 6 6961 1.02411 0.95443 3399.6 
Low 
Type 1 222 0.05050 49 6081639 1.01704 0.96654 3024.1 
Type 2 174 0.05053 49 3751783 1.01707 0.96654 3024.2 
Type 3 12 0.05112 6 22934 1.01720 0.96608 3021.3 
Type 4 7 0.05087 6 9370 1.01695 0.96608 3019.9 
 
 
5.6.2 CONTROL INTERVAL IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM RESULTS 
The control interval identification algorithm was run for each scenario.  This 
resulted in the number of control intervals for each scenario shown in Table 5.7.    The 
results of the identification algorithm applied to the average weekday load, with each 
control interval scaling index, are shown in Figure 5.15 to Figure 5.18 below.  This 
sample day was selected to illustrate the impact of each control interval scaling index.   
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With Type 1 scaling indices, based on the available number of control settings, 
the identification algorithm identified 247 non-uniform control intervals as shown in 
Figure 5.15.    Control intervals are identified at most intervals of 
mint , with notable 
exceptions including the early morning and late evening hours where load variation is 
relatively flat. 
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Figure 5.15:  Identified control intervals for average weekday load with Type 1 
scaling indices 
1 1 1
A settingsn   
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With Type 2 scaling indices, the number of identified control intervals is reduced 
based on the lower peak load realized by the average weekday load profiles. In this case, 
the algorithm identified 187 non-uniform control intervals covering the 24 hour 
optimization horizon.  The identified control intervals are shown in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16:  Identified control intervals for average weekday load with Type 2 
scaling indices 2 2 2
settings
A
load
n
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Using Type 3 scaling indices, defined using settingsn , ,
total
ops maxn , and load  results in a 
significant reduction in the number of identified control intervals.  The Type 3 indices 
effectively enforce a limit on the resulting number of switch operations.   For the average 
weekday, 12 non-uniform control intervals are identified.  These are shown in Figure 
5.17 
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Figure 5.17:  Identified control intervals for average weekday load with Type 3 
scaling indices 3 3 3
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Finally, with Type 4 scaling indices, defined using ,
cap
ops maxn , the number of identified 
control interval is reduced to 6 shown in Figure 5.18.   
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Figure 5.18:  Identified control intervals for average weekday load with Type 4 
scaling indices 
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5.6.3 VARIABLE CONTROL INTERVAL OBSERVATIONS 
The following key observations are drawn from the variable control interval 
results:  
 As designed, the scaling indices have a significant impact on the resulting 
number of identified control interval and associated computational 
requirements. 
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 With a large number of capacitor tap settings available, the control interval 
identification algorithm implemented with Type 1 or Type 2 scaling 
indices will result in a large number of control intervals over the 
optimization.   These scaling indices may therefore be more appropriate 
for systems with a smaller number of control settings.  
 Given their designed sensitivity to forecasted peak demand over the 
optimization horizon, the Type 2 and Type 3 scaling indices result in 
fewer identified control intervals for average weekday and low weekend 
load days as compared to the peak load day. 
 
Additional observations include: 
 The variation in solution quality across all variable control interval 
scenarios is computed by (4.28) below.  This variation is quantified with 
respect to the highest quality solution obtained across the variable control 
interval scenarios, corresponding here to the Type 1 scaling indices. 
 
 
4 1
1
*100
Type Type
day day
Type
day
c t c t
c t
  (4.28) 
   where: 
1Type
dayc t : voltage spread objective function value for sample 
day, day, with Type 1 scaling indices 
4Type
dayc t : voltage spread objective function value for sample 
day, day, with Type 4 scaling indices 
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 For the peak load day, the resulting voltage spread across all interval 
scaling types ranges from 0.09151 p.u. with Type 1 scaling indices to 
0.9537 p.u. with Type 4 scaling indices, a variation of 4.22%. 
 The average weekday load voltage spread varies from 0.06699 to   
0.06968 p.u., a variation of 4.01%. 
 The low weekend load voltage spread varies from 0.05050 to 0.05112 p.u., 
a variation of 1.23%. 
 Resulting energy losses experience little variation across all variable 
control interval scenarios, varying by less than 0.1% for each sample day. 
 
5.6.4 OBSERVATIONS COMPARING FIXED AND VARIABLE CONTROL 
INTERVAL RESULTS 
Comparing these results using fixed and variable control intervals, the following 
observations are provided:  
 Type 1 and Type 2 scaling indices resulted in solution quality equal to 5 
minute fixed control interval solutions for all sample days.  These 
scenarios provide capacitor control solutions which had relaxed practical 
limits on computation time and the number of allowable capacitor 
switching operations.    
 While Type 2 scaling indices result in significant computational savings 
over 5 minute fixed interval results for both the average weekday and low 
weekend sample days, the resulting number of control intervals is still too 
large for practical online implementation.  
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 The Type 3 and Type 4 scaling indices include considerations for limited 
switching operations, hence, using these results in a significantly reduced 
numbers of control intervals. 
 For all sample days, the VSR objective function resulting from Type 3 and 
Type 4 scaling indices is improved over all fixed control interval results 
with comparable computational requirements.    This is achieved with 
equal or fewer switching operations.    
 The computational requirements for Type 3 and Type 4 scaling indices 
allow for realizable online implementation, with realistic limits on the 
number of capacitor operations.   
 
5.7 REMARKS 
Based on the results of the proposed online control methodology applied to the 
394 bus test system, the following remarks are provided: 
 The simulation results demonstrate the feasibility of computing online 
capacitor control decisions.  This feasibility is subject to practical 
computational requirements and capacitor switching limits, which are in 
turn dependant on the number of identified control intervals.    
 The scenarios which relax practical computation and switching frequency 
constraints result in the highest quality solutions with respect to the VSR 
objective.  However, implementation of these solutions is not currently 
feasible with existing computation and control hardware.  For switched 
capacitors, this higher frequency switching will, in general, unacceptably 
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degrade power quality and introduce reliability issues for the physical 
switches.   
o These scenarios introduce a “chattering” effect on the switching 
controls of C2 and C3.   In these scenarios, the switching of C2 and 
C3 account for a disproportionately large number of the total 
switch operations.  This result is primarily driven by the relative 
size of the controllable capacitors, with finer compensation steps 
available from C2 and C3.  
o Using the control interval identification process, with Type 3 or 
Type 4 scaling indices, shows this chatter can be mitigated with 
only minor reductions in solution quality.   
o For networks which require a high rate of compensation, other 
distribution planning or control solutions would be required.  
These include network capacity upgrades or control devices 
capable of continuous controls such as static VAR compensators or 
energy storage.  
 When employing the proposed methodology in the field, system operators 
will be required to strike a balance between computation requirements, 
allowable capacitor switching limits, and desired solution quality.  Offline 
studies, similar to the simulation methodology presented here, can assist 
operators with tuning these parameters for online implementation. 
 Across all sample days, the minimum voltage magnitude varies very little 
as compared to the changes in the maximum voltage magnitude.   This 
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result is driven primarily by capacitor placement of the capacitors within 
the network relative to peak load condition.   These results can typically be 
used to improve the capacitor placement process during system planning. 
 Observing the capacitor operations over each sample day shows that 
despite being controllable, capacitors C8 and C11 never switch below their 
maximum tap setting for any sample load days or control interval scenario.  
This is primarily a result of these capacitors being placed near the end of 
their respective feeders.  Further studies may be supported to screen out 
such control variables in an effort to decrease computational requirements.  
Further, these results demonstrate that distribution automation upgrades 
should be targeted for devices with maximum impact to facilitate quicker 
adoption of these technologies. 
 Finally, it can be observed for this test system that employing the 
proposed control interval identification results in superior results over 
simple selection of a fixed control interval.  This conclusion is drawn from 
the fact that the control interval identification scenarios produced non-
inferior results with lower computation requirements as compared to all 
comparable fixed interval scenarios.   
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has provided a framework for online optimization and control of 
electric power distribution systems.  The need to reevaluate traditional methods of 
operation and control is being driven by the increased adoption of customer load 
management and higher penetrations of distributed generation.  This presented 
framework provides a means for distribution system operators to shift from traditional 
pre-set operation schemes to coordinated online control.   
A methodology has been presented for adaptively dividing a forecasted time-
horizon into discrete, application specific time windows.   Time windowing concepts, 
commonly employed in model predictive control (MPC), were adapted to transform the 
problem of steady-state optimization of electric power distribution systems into a quasi-
steady-state approach. 
The online control methodology has been applied here to the problem of capacitor 
control for voltage spread reduction (VSR).  As network behavior and control capabilities 
evolve, regulating the voltage to a tighter operating range ensures feasible 
implementation of conservation voltage reduction and safe implementation of automated 
switching.   
Simulation results were presented demonstrating an implementation of the 
methodology applied to a real-world 394 bus distribution system.  The simulation results 
have shown that the method facilitates computation of online control decisions which are 
feasible and optimal for a window of time.  The control interval identification algorithm 
identifies these time windows through a repeatable, analytically based methodology.   
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6.1 SUMMARY OF RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS 
This work has developed a framework for online control of electric power 
distribution systems in the presence of increasing adoption of demand side management 
and distributed generation.  Specifically, this thesis has presented: 
 a formulation of the online capacitor control problem for voltage spread 
reduction, 
 definitions of time windows over which to compute and implement online 
operational control decisions, 
 a methodology for adaptively dividing a forecasted time-horizon into 
discrete, application specific time windows, 
 an implementation of a centralized online capacitor control simulation tool 
 simulation results of the online capacitor control applications applied to a 
394 bus distribution network, and  
 an assessment of time-window selection procedures on resulting solution 
quality 
This approach is designed to allow system operation to adapt to changing conditions, 
support emerging distribution management systems, and increase utilization, reliability, 
and efficiency of the electric power infrastructure.  To this end, the work is intended to 
support the transition from steady-state analysis and optimization of electric power 
distribution systems to a quasi-steady-state approach.   
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6.2 EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
From an operations standpoint, the research presented in this thesis provides a 
framework which will allow general distribution energy management systems to utilize 
newly available data and react to emerging system conditions.  The online control 
approach is then directly relevant to other distribution application functions beyond 
capacitor control, such as network reconfiguration and service restoration, among others.  
Further, while presented as a centralized control methodology, considerations have been 
included for moving towards distributed implementation.   
 
6.2.1 IMPROVING NETWORK RECONFIGURATION AND SERVICE 
RESTORATION 
The presented methodology has multiple impacts on future network 
reconfiguration schemes.   The voltage spread reduction objective facilitates adoption of 
advanced distribution automation techniques, such as automated network switch 
operations, which require limited voltage differential for safe and reliable switching.   
Tracking system metrics such as the maximum and minimum nodal voltages, shown in 
the simulation results, can provide automated controllers with validation these conditions 
are satisfied before a switching action occurs.   
Automated switching has currently been demonstrated only through limited utility 
pilot projects.  Implemented in an online fashion, system measurements can be 
coordinated to assess whether network switching actions will improve system operating 
conditions.  Additionally, the integrated forecasting approach can determine if a new 
network configuration will result in future constraint violations.  This analysis will 
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provide limits on the duration of time a new configuration will remain feasible, and will 
help system controllers determine whether a switch operation is acceptable.  
For service restoration, the presented online control approach may be adapted to 
improve traditional approaches for modeling the impact of cold load pick-up [23], for 
example.  The method is additionally capable of incorporating customer load-controls 
[21] and distributed generation, enabling power to be restored to more customers in 
shorter time.     
6.2.2 OPTIMIZATION OF DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 
Integration of distributed generation with utility planning and operation is another 
rich area for research and development.   Here, DG was modeled as a negative load 
injection with a known dispatch profile.   To produce accurate results under high 
penetration of diverse DG, higher fidelity DG models will be required to capture 
performance and operation over time.   For example, customer sited photovoltaic 
generation modeling will require modeling of production levels as a function external 
variable such as solar irradiance and temperature.  Controllable DG resources such as 
smart inverters and energy storage will additionally require their dispatch controls to be 
integrated within the analysis.  Combining the impacts of customer-sited DG along with 
utility-sited controllable resources will be required to fully capture system level planning 
and operation impacts under future high penetration DG scenarios.  
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6.2.3 DISTRIBUTED CONTROL  
Finally, some considerations have been included within the methodology for 
moving towards a distributed implementation of the presented online control 
methodology.   As presented, the zonal load parameter forecasts were aggregated by a 
centralized controller to determine optimal capacitor control decisions.    Control based 
on zonal load parameters could alternatively be coordinated in a distributed fashion, with 
each control device tracking the zonal parameters within their respective control areas.  
For capacitor control, the static VSR problem has been addressed in this fashion 
in [49].  This work presented a partitioning method for capacitor control based on the 
reactive power domains of network capacitors.  Power domains allow for a means to 
explicitly assign load and loss in a contiguous portion of a feeder to a specific source or 
sources of real or reactive power.   A contiguous set of branches and nodes by phase 
supplied by the same capacitor is defined as a capacitor common.  The domain of each 
capacitor is then the set of all commons which attribute a portion or all of its load and 
loss to the respective capacitor.  The concept is illustrated for a sample 20 bus multi-
phase distribution system, shown in Figure 6.1.    
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Figure 6.1:  Example 20 bus distribution system with reactive power commons 
highlighted 
 
The boundaries of these contiguous zones, or domains, can then used as natural 
decoupling points for distributed analysis and control, relaxing the need for structure 
based partitioning methods.   With the reactive power domains identified, the feeder is 
then partitioned into control areas, represented in Figure 6.2.   
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Figure 6.2:  Example system partitioned based on reactive power domains 
 
As controllable distributed resources continue to be integrated at the edge of the 
grid, the increased coordination, communication, and control requirements will drive 
distribution systems towards decentralized control methods.  Adapting established 
centralized controllers provides one means to address these emerging distributed systems 
in the short term.   Moving forward, including considerations for distributed 
implementation during the control design phase can help facilitate this transition.    Here 
this was achieved through direct consideration of zonal load forecasts in the control 
interval identification algorithm.   
In closing, the research presented in this thesis provides a framework which will 
allow general distribution energy management systems to utilize newly available data. 
The online control approach presented here is directly relevant to other distribution 
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application functions beyond capacitor control, such as network reconfiguration and 
service restoration, among others.  Enabling online control decisions which are valid for 
predictable time periods should alleviate reservations of whether inclusion of smart 
technologies will maintain current levels of service quality and reliability, thus enabling 
further integration of emerging distributed resources  
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